“The arrival of electronic currencies could revolutionize
the way we pay for goods and services, in much the
same way as the Internet shook up how we access
information.”
Bank of England

What is DavorCoin and how it works ?
DavorCoin is a new cryptocurrency which aims to become the best
alternative to current popular coins such as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

It is a form of digital public money
created by complex mathematical
computations and validated by
millions of computer users.

You can store DavorCoins on your
computer
drive,
smartphone,
hardware wallet or somewhere in
the cloud.

Once you own DavorCoins, they
behave like physical gold coins:
they possess value and can be
traded like stocks in popular
exchanges. In the future you’ll be
able to use them to purchase
goods and services.

Why DavorCoin ?

DavorCoin has been created by
bankers and traders from major
financial places (London, Paris and
other EU cities) working in investment
banks and hedge funds.

We realize the financial transactions in the world are going to be
revolutionized by cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology.
As a result, we’ve built a tech and financial team to create a platform to
make worldwide financial transactions faster, cheaper and more
reliable.

Technical specifications
Type

PoW/PoS Hybrid Blockchain

PoW Algorithm

Scrypt

PoW Block Reward

2 DAV

Block time

120 Seconds

Difficulty Retarget

Every Block

PoS Reward

10% Monthly For The First 6 Months
(Detailed in Whitepaper)

PoS Minimum Staking Time

1 hour

PoS Maximum Staking Time

Unlimited

Coinbase Maturity

15 Blocks

Max Supply

40,000,000 DAV

Coin Premined

10,000,000 DAV

Why invest in DavorCoin during the ICO?
Cryptocurrencies are at its beginning. Imagine if you had the
opportunity to invest in Facebook, Google… at its beginning, you would
be millionnaire by now.
It’s not a coincidence that Goldman Sachs (the most famous investment
bank in the world) is building a trader team on cryptocurrencies.

Cryptocurrencies give you a
great opportunity to invest in a
field that is revolutionizing the
world. Those who invest very early
will likely be very successful, like
the ones who did with Internet
companies.

Bitcoin price was $0,003 in 2010
and is above $6000 today. If you
invested only $100 in 2010 in
Bitcoin,
you
would
have
$200,000,000 in your wallet
today!
With DavorCoin, you have the
opportunity to be part of the
adventure from the beginning
when its price is still very low.

Initial Coin Offering
Davor crowdfunding round will be launched on November 6, 2017,
which will feature the public sale of DavorCoins. The maximum supply of
coins will be 6 million and they will be available at the rate of 1.2 USD per
1 DavorCoin. Discount rates will be applied for early participants: 40% for
the first 3 days, 30% for the second 3 days, 20% for the third 3 days and
10% for the fourth 3 days. After 30 days, the crowdsale will end. The coins
sold will be distributed to the registered wallet addresses of the
participants within three days.
During the ICO, the minimum purchase amount per user is 100 DAV. The
maximum purchase amount per user is 50.000 DAV.
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The crowdsale will start at 16:00
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
on November 6, 2017

Lending program
You can invest your DavorCoins to receive a daily interest. The interest
per month is up to 48% of your lending amount. The more you put in the
lending platform, the better interest rate you get. Optionally, you will be
able to lock your DavorCoins for an additional period to boost your daily
interest.

Lending Amount

Interest (Acrued Daily)

Capital Back

$100 - $1000

Daily Variation Rate

After 299 Days

$1001 - $5000

Daily Variation Rate + 0.10%

After 239 Days

$5001 - $10000

Daily Variation Rate + 0.20%

After 179 Days

$10001 - $25000

Daily Variation Rate + 0.25%

After 119 Days

$25001+

Daily Variation Rate + 0.35%

After 89 Days

Coin staking
You can simply stake your DavorCoins in the wallet to earn new
DavorCoins. This is based on the Proof-of-Stake (PoS) mechanism. It happens with a miner locking up an amount of their coins in his wallet to
verify a block of transactions. The cryptographic calculations in PoS are
simpler than those in PoW: you only need to prove you own a certain percentage of all coins available. For instance, if you own 1% of all DAV,
you'll be able to mine 1% of all transactions across DAV.

Period

Interest Rate

First Year

10% Per Month

Second Year

8% Per Month

Third Year

5% Per Month

Affiliate program
Davor project offers one of the most generous Affiliate Programs in the
industry. We focus on building and maintaining a true partnership with
each of our promoters and leaders and improve our mutual success. If
you're a highly-achieved promoter/leader, please send us an email to
platinum@davor.io to discuss about what we can offer for you.

Level

Lending Program Bonus

1
2
3
4
5

8%
4%
2%
1%
1%

Level

ICO Affiliate Bonus

1

6%

Road map
We recognize the significant complexity of blockchain technology and
aim to build a solid, bug-free system. The Davor team works actively on
several fronts to ensure that we are building the correct solution that can
bring profits to all participants.

Project Started

Dec 2016

Feb 2017

Arbitrage Platform Beta Tested

Oct 2017
Davor Blockchain Built
Arbitrage Platform Officially
Launched

Nov 2017
ICO Started
Worldwide Marketing Started
Lending Platform Released

Dec 2017

Davor Listed on Exchanges

Block Explorer Released
iOS/Android Wallet Released

Q1 2018

Internal Exchange Platform
Launched

Mining Pool Program Started

Q2 2018
Business Development with Partners
to Expand DAV Ecosystem

Q&A
Q: Is this a legit project?
A: A lending project is usually considered risky. Any person who would like
to participate needs to understand the risks. However, Davor.io is not
involved in any illegal activity. We aim to create a solid platform which
could bring values to all participants.
Q: Is this project originated from France or Europe?
A: Our core team members are mostly bankers and engineers from EU
countries. Due to tax and regulation risks about cryptocurrencies in some
countries, we cannot officialize our domiciliation. If you're in Paris,
London, Geneva ou Monaco, you could drop us an email to
support@davor.io to request an appointment with us.
Q: Can I become a promoter of the Davor project?
A: Yes you can. Please send us an email to platinum@davor.io and tell us
more about you. We're pleased to offer Platinum members significant
bonus and benefits.
Q: Does the name Davor mean something?
A: No it doesn't.

Be part of one of the most ambitious cryptocurrency projects

Follow us everywhere
www.davor.io

facebook.com/davorcoin
twitter.com/DavorCoin
www.instagram.com/davorcoin
gihub.com/davorcc/DavorCoin

